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Microsaccade dynamics during covert attention Jochen Laubrock *, Ralf Engbert, Reinhold Kliegl Department of Psychology, University of Potsdam, P.O. Box 601553, 14415 Potsdam, Germany Received 6 July 2004; received in revised form 17 September 2004



Abstract We compared eﬀects of covert spatial-attention shifts induced with exogenous or endogenous cues on microsaccade rate and direction. Separate and dissociated eﬀects were obtained in rate and direction measures. Display changes caused microsaccade rate inhibition, followed by sustained rate enhancement. Eﬀects on microsaccade direction were diﬀerentially tied to cue class (exogenous vs. endogenous) and type (neutral vs. directional). For endogenous cues, direction eﬀects were weak and occurred late. Exogenous cues caused a fast direction bias towards the cue (i.e., early automatic triggering of saccade programs), followed by a shift in the opposite direction (i.e, controlled inhibition of cue-directed saccades, leading to a ÔleakageÕ of microsaccades in the opposite direction).  2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Attention; Eye movements; Fixation; Reaction time



1. Introduction Ocular ﬁxations often contain ÔﬁxationalÕ eye movements called microsaccades. Microsaccades serve an important purpose in the control of ﬁxation position and binocular disparity (Engbert & Kliegl, 2004). They occur on average about once per second during visual ﬁxation but can be suppressed voluntarily in high-acuity tasks (Bridgeman & Palca, 1980; Findlay, 1974; Winterson & Collewijn, 1976; see Martinez-Conde, Macknik, & Hubel, 2004, for a review). Although microsaccades are not consciously perceived, they can be inﬂuenced by attention. Recently, microsaccades were shown (1) to exhibit a characteristic temporal signature of display-change related rate inhibition and enhancement in the Posner (1980) spatial cueing paradigm and (2) to be oriented in the direction of endogenous cues (Engbert *
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& Kliegl, 2003; see also Hafed & Clark, 2002). Here we try to generalize and further specify these previous results by examining the inﬂuence and associated time course of endogenous and exogenous cues on microsaccade rate and direction in a spatial attention-shift paradigm adapted from Mu¨ller and Rabbitt (1989). Engbert and Kliegl (2003) reported microsaccade rate inhibition in response to cue-related display changes, starting around 70 ms and reaching a rate minimum at around 150 ms, which was immediately followed by a rate enhancement peaking at approximately twice the baseline rate after about 350 ms, before returning to baseline after about 500 ms (all times are relative to cue onset). Both the shape and the time course of the rate modulation were quite similar to the ‘‘saccadic inhibition’’ eﬀect observed in large saccades after relatively large-scale disruptions of the visual input (Reingold & Stampe, 2002, 2004). In the same study, microsaccade direction was shifted into the cued direction with a time course depending on the type of cue. For endogenous arrow cues the direction eﬀect was observed in a time window corresponding to the rate maximum (i.e.,
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Fig. 1. Sequence and timing of trial events. The sequence of screens is depicted from left to right: (1) pre-cue ﬁxation interval, (2) cue, (3) cue-target interval (4) imperative stimulus, (5) response. The cue screen (2) diﬀered between exogenous and endogenous blocks, as shown in the upper and lower panel, respectively.



300–400 ms), while for endogenous color cues the direction eﬀect occurred later (i.e., 350–600 ms). Direction effects were also stronger for the spatially compatible arrow cues than for purely semantic color cues. Thus, there is evidence for a dissociation of microsaccade rate and direction during endogenous spatial cueing, with direction eﬀects possibly related to the strength of endogenous cues. In the present study we investigated exogenous and endogenous cueing eﬀects within a single experiment. One central ﬁnding of Mu¨ller and Rabbitt (1989) was the observation of cue-speciﬁc time courses of attention allocation: With peripheral-ﬂash cues attention was allocated faster and stronger than with central symbolic cues. Together with additional ﬁndings this was taken as evidence that there are two separate orienting mechanisms, acting at diﬀerent times after cue onset: Peripheral cues triggered both fast, reﬂexive (exogenous) orienting and slower voluntary (endogenous) orienting, while central cues triggered only the voluntary (endogenous) orienting mechanism (Mu¨ller & Findlay, 1988). Mu¨ller and Rabbitt hypothesized that exogenous and endogenous mechanisms add up to determine the net effect of attention. Exogenous orienting had a powerful, but transient response fading 100–300 ms after cue onset, while the more persistent endogenous orienting mechanism came into eﬀect later, that is after about 350 ms; its exact time of onset depended on the time required for cue interpretation. Can microsaccade rate and direction be linked to these diﬀerent orienting mechanisms? In the Engbert and Kliegl (2003) experiments, microsaccade-rate inhibition following cue presentation was independent of the meaning of the cue and likely a reﬂexive response to the display change. However, microsaccade direction during the subsequent period of enhancement was modulated by cue meaning. If effects of endogenous and exogenous cues on microsaccade direction diﬀer in their temporal dynamics, then we should see diﬀerences during the period of rate enhancement. Speciﬁcally, we expected endogenous cues to inﬂuence direction later, and possibly to a smaller extent, than exogenous cues. To chart the time courses of



exogenous and endogenous orienting of microsaccades, we modiﬁed a paradigm introduced by Mu¨ller and Rabbitt (1989). They cued participants either centrally (with arrows) or peripherally (with a ﬂash) to shift attention to a peripheral location where a stimulus was presented for comparison with a previously presented one. The manipulation of the cue-stimulus interval allowed them to trace time-diﬀerential eﬀects of cue classes on response probabilities. In the present experiment we also cued participants centrally (with color) or peripherally (with a ﬂash) to shift attention covertly to a left or right location where they had to discriminate whether a gap was located at the top or bottom of a Landolt ring (i.e., the imperative stimulus, IS) presented after a variable cue-stimulus interval; the gap location in the IS signalled the direction of the vertical saccade required from the point of ﬁxation to a target at a location orthogonal to IS location (i.e., straight up or straight down from the point of ﬁxation; see Fig. 1). This procedure ensured that covert shifts of attention were orthogonal to overt saccade responses. Clearly, horizontal microsaccades during the critical cue-stimulus interval could not prepare the subsequent vertical saccade required in response to the imperative stimulus.



2. Method 2.1. Participants Thirty-two undergraduate students from the University of Potsdam received seven Euro for their participation. A session involved 192 test and 32 training trials, plus repetitions of trials during which no steady ﬁxation was held, and lasted for approximately one hour. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 2.2. Apparatus Eye movements were recorded with the video-based Eyelink II system (SR research, Toronto, Canada) with a high spatial resolution (noise 
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